
 
Urban Tree Badge 

Girl Scout Troop 21340 
 
Description:  

Trees are important in urban areas. This badge is designed to help you find out more 
about trees in cities and other urban areas – which kinds grow best in urban settings, how to take 
care of them, and what to look for to identify trees in danger. 
 
Activities: 
 
1. Find out what arborists do. Many cities have “arborists” on staff. They play a critical role in 
keeping trees thriving in urban areas. Find out what they do by visiting a library or calling an 
arborist. Find out about local rules and regulations in your city about cutting and replacing trees. 
 
2. Learn to identify trees in urban areas. Learn about at least six types of trees that grow in 
your local urban area and be able to identify them. Create a brief description of each type – shape 
of the tree, description of the bark and leaves – and what the trees are used for. (For example, 
maple is used in maple sugar. List two trees that are especially good for urban landscapes, and 
two that are not. 
 
3. Mulch trees. Mulching helps trees to keep cool and moist during the summer and warm 
during the winter. Work with a local organization to mulch trees in an urban park or other public 
place.  
 
4. Plant an urban tree. Trees improve the appearance of the earth, provide homes for animal 
and produce oxygen – especially helpful in polluted areas. Do research about which trees will 
survive in your area and what’s native. Plan a tree in your local urban area. 
 
5. Find out about photosynthesis. Find out what photosynthesis is. How do trees affect air 
quality and weather in urban areas?  
 
6. Write a poem about trees. Trees are especially beautiful in the city, where there are fewer 
green spaces. Capture a tree’s beauty in a poem, then read it to your troop.  
 
8. Perform a tree survey in your neighborhood. Learn the warning signs of a diseased or 
dying tree. Do the trees in your neighborhood look healthy? With a friend or with your troop, 
walk around your neighborhood and look for trees along the curb or sidewalk that show these 
warning signs. If you find any trees that appear to be in danger, write down where they are and 
report them to your local neighborhood association or city arborist.  



 
For information on this badge availability contact: 
http://schmitt2.homestead.com/index.html 
 
Scroll to the bottom of the page and on the left you'll see a “contact me” button. Fill out the form 
when it opens to contact the person. 


